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‘It’ tries to hard
It was little more than a month till I stepped into

the cinema again and when I did, ironically it was yet
another King adaptation - ‘It’. Most King fans have a
flexible list of their top 10 favorite novels of his and
‘It’ would probably come in around the 13th or 14th

mark on my own list. It was a great read but was
hampered by King’s incessant need to meticulously
go over town’s dark histories and a very strange final
act. The film set-off to focus only on the first half of
the novel where the kids first deal with ‘Pennywise
the clown’, an evil entity that has been terrorizing
their town for centuries. It was competently done as
far as adaptations but the overall story just very felt
flat to me.

I can easily see I am in the minority with this out-
look. The film is performing phenomenally at the box
office and has become the highest grossing Stephen
King film and one of his most acclaimed. But ultimate-
ly almost nothing in the film really clicked for me. The
performances of the child actors bounced between
average to irritating and the scares were cheap and
ineffective. Bill Skarsgard’s Pennywise shined at the
start but wore down its welcome as the film plodded
on. The numerous side plots of the kids harked back
to classic King tropes of bullied kids and overbearing,
zealous parents but I couldn’t help but feel that it’s all
been done better before. The general atmosphere of
the film was filled with late 80’s-early 90’a nostalgia
which I enjoyed but it could only carry the film so far.
It was a faithful re-telling of the novel’s plot and cap-
tured the feel of middle-town USA that King himself
did so well. 

The novel focused more on the psychological
effects of fear so a visual parade of it was always going
to be more effective on the page rather than the
screen. ‘It’ also made me realize that the only Stephen

King movie adaptation to really scare me was
Kubrick’s ‘The Shining’. That film brilliantly dealt with
psychological horror so it was not surprising why I tru-
ly love that film.

Piecing together why I revere horror novels but
despise most modern horror movies was an epiphany
of sorts. King’s masterful touch to creating unforget-
table and frightening horror stories worked because
he so easily got into the readers head. He toyed with
your emotions and threw constant loops to your
expectations. However on the screen, the facade slips
away and you realize that some scares work better
when they remain in your head. ‘It comes at night’ hit
cinemas this week and it realized this point as well. It
was one of the most nerve-racking experiences I’ve
ever had in a cinema and I attribute that solely to the
fact that up-coming director Trey Edward Shults
understood that sometimes fear imagined is much
scarier than fear realized.

Stephen King introduced me to the world of fiction
and it is a world I still haven’t left. This piece began as
a tribute to him but I soon realized little to no words
could ever do justice to the worlds, words and charac-
ters than he’s given me and millions of other avid
readers. Adaptations of his numerous works will
always be hit or miss and from the looks of things they
are hardly stopping with ‘Gerald’s Game’ and ‘1922’
coming soon. I look forward to each of them and may
this new Stephen King renaissance continue on. 
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